Abstract. W e describe a branch and cut algorithm for both MAX-SAT and weighted MAX-SAT. This algorithm uses the GSAT procedure as a primal heuristic. At each n o d e w e solve a linear programming LP relaxation of the problem. Two s t yles of separating cuts are added: resolution cuts and odd cycle inequalities.
Introduction
The satis ability problem SAT is a problem in propositional logic. A logic formula consists of the conjunction of clauses. Each clause consists of a disjunction of literals. Each literal is a variable or its negation. The SAT problem seeks to nd an assignment to the variables which satis es the logic formula, or an indication that no such assignment exists. The satis ability problem is NP-complete 5 .
There are a number of exact algorithms for the satis ability problem. These include Davis-Putnam-Loveland 4, 2 3 , resolution 26 , and integer programming approaches 1, 1 6 , 18, 20, 2 1 . A number of heuristics that use randomization also exist; the rst randomized local search algorithm for satis ability w as due to Gu 9, 10, 11, 12 . Other algorithms include the GSAT heuristic 29, 30 and the GRASP heuristic 25 . For surveys of algorithms for SAT problems see 13, 1 4 . In this paper we i n vestigate the related MAX-SAT problem. Given a collection of clauses, we seek a variable assignment that maximizes the number of satis ed clauses. The weighted MAX-SAT problem assigns a weight to each clause, and seeks an assignment that maximizes the sum of the weights of the satis ed clauses. Both of these problems are NP-hard. It is possible to approximate MAX-SAT within a factor of 1.325 in polynomial time 6 .
Most SAT heuristics have been extended to MAX-SAT. Several heuristics for MAX-SAT are summarized in Hansen and Jaumard 15 . The GSAT heuristic has also been extended to weighted MAX-SAT 22 . In this paper we i n vestigate a branch and cut approach to MAX-SAT. We then report on computational results using both our approach and an extension of the Davis-Putnam-Loveland procedure 2 .
1.1. MAX-SAT a s a n I n teger Programming Problem. A logical variable v i can be TRUE or FALSE. We replace this variable with a corresponding integer variable x i . This variable takes on value 1 when v i is TRUE and 0 when it is FALSE.
An unnegated literal v i is simply replaced with the expression x i . A negated literal such a s v i can be replaced with the expression 1 , x i . When v i is TRUE, v i is FALSE; x i is 1, and 1 , x i is 0. When v i is FALSE, v i is TRUE; x i is 0, and 1 , x i is 1.
A clause is satis ed if, and only if, at least one of its k literals is TRUE. For the integer problem, we sum the corresponding k expressions. The clause is true if, and only if, the sum is one or more. For example, the clause
is equivalent t o 1 , x 1 + x 3 + x 7 + 1 , x 9 1
We m ust have some way of handling the maximization of satis ed constraints. We do this by adding variables to the problem. A clause is either satis ed or it isn't. But this just produces a new clause that is always satis ed:
original clause _ original clause not satisfied we can replace the 2nd term above with a new variable. There will be one such variable per clause.
Maximizing the sum of the weights of satis ed constraints is equivalent t o minimizing the sum of the weights of unsatis ed constraints. This sum is simply the sum of the weight of each clause times the variable indicating that the clause is not satis ed. Given the MAX-SAT problem: If the solution to the LP is integral, we compare it to the best integral solution so far. If the solution has one or more fractional variables, we branch on one of the fractional variables and repeat the procedure.
The algorithm has several interacting components. A primal heuristic is used to obtain an upper bound on the binary solution. This allows us to fathom nodes in the branch and cut tree. A bounds routine is used to determine if any v ariable of the LP relaxation can be xed at zero or one. Resolution cuts and odd cycle inequalities are added to guide the LP toward a binary solution. Finally, a branching routine is used to choose a variable on which to branch.
2.2. Primal Heuristic. The primal heuristic is run once at the beginning of the algorithm. This routine is an e cient randomized local search heuristic, similar to other good heuristics in the literature 9, 10, 11, 12, 22, 29, 30 . Several tries are attempted. For each try we randomly choose a binary assignment to the variables. We then perform a series of ips. By ipping variables choosing the opposite assignment for a single variable, we attempt to move t o wards an optimal solution.
There are two t ypes of ips. Random ips randomly select a variable to ip. Best-choice ips attempt to select the best variable to ip. We compute the e ect of a ip, that is the net increase or decrease in the sum of the weights of the satis ed clauses. We c hoose the variable with the best net increase in this sum. If several variables produce the same net increase, we select one of these variables at random.
Seventy percent of the ips chosen arbitrarily are best-choice ips. The random ips are used to assist in escaping from local minima.
2.3. Node Fathoming. The di erence between the optimal value of the LP relaxation and that of the incumbent solution is referred to as the gap. If the gap is su ciently small then we can fathom the node. That is, we know that any binary solution along this branch is no better than the incumbent solution.
If the gap is strictly less than some threshold then we can fathom the nodes. Normally this threshold is the greatest common divisor of the clause weights. In the special case where the optimal incumbent solution has one unsatis ed clause of minimal weight, the threshold is this minimum weight. Let us sum the weighted variables that are xed at one. This is the xed weighted variable sum, and it represents a lower bound on the LP objective function. Suppose we h a ve a non-satis ed clause whose weight when added to this sum is greater than or equal to the optimal value of the incumbent solution. Since we are seeking a better solution, the weighted variable of the clause must be xed at zero or equivalently the unweighted portion of the clause must be satis ed. This clause is a must satisfy clause.
A simple form of variable xing is su cient weight xing. I f w e h a ve a must satisfy clause then we x the weighted variable at zero.
If we h a ve a must satisfy clause with only a single un xed unweighted variable then we m ust x this variable in such a w ay as to satisfy the clause. This is known as unit clause xing.
I f a v ariable appears in only the positive sense in the non-satis ed clauses then we can x the variable at one. Likewise, if the variable is always negated then we can x it at zero. This is known as monotone variable xing.
First, we examine the clauses that are not satis ed. We compute the number of non-xed variables in each clause. For each non-xed variable, we count the number of clauses in which it appears in the positive and negated senses. If a variable appears in only the positive sense then x it via monotone variable xing. If there is only a single non-xed variable in a clause of su cient w eight then x it via unit clause xing.
When a variable is xed, this satis es some constraints. We decrement the counters for the other variables in this newly satis ed constraint. This potentially allows us to x additional variables that may n o w h a ve become monotone. As we x a v ariable, all constraints having the opposite sense of the variable are now shorter. If a clause is now of length one and has su cient w eight then we can x the remaining variable via unit clause xing.
If an original constraint is satis ed, we set the clause's weighted variable to zero. This is known as satis ed clause xing.
If all the unweighted variables of an original clause are xed in such a w ay that none of the unweighted literals satisfy the clause then we set the clause's weighted variable to one. This is known as unsatis ed clause xing.
2.5. Cut generation. There are two t ypes of cuts: resolution cuts and odd cycle inequalities. The cuts are applied locally at this node of the branch and bound tree and its descendents rather than to the whole tree. we can resolve to generate the following:
The resolution routine is activated once at each node of the tree. It consists of a sequence of passes, each designed to generate resolvents matching certain criteria. In each pass for each v ariable of each resolvable clause, the list of clauses with the opposite sense of that variable is obtained. This clause is resolved if possible with each of the other clauses on the list. If the resolvent matches the given criteria, it is added to the list of resolvable clauses for the next pass. If this clause is of length one or less counting only the original unweighted variables and is a su ciently deep separating cut violated by 0.3 or more with the current LP solution then it is added to the list of separating cuts the length and depth restrictions were determined by experimentation to yield the fastest algorithms. This process continues until a su cient n umber of resolvents have been generated or all such clauses have been exhausted.
At the end of each pass, constraints that can not possibly be useful in future passes are removed from consideration. The resolvents that are generated are reduced to a minimal set through absorption. In absorption if the unweighted literals of clause A are a subset of the literals of clause B, then clause A implies clause B. In this case, clause B is absorbed by clause A and B is removed from consideration. The list of separating cuts is also reduced to a minimal set through absorption.
The rst pass requires that the resolvents match the requirements for the separating cuts, that is, of length one or less and violated by 0.3 or more.
The second pass requires that the resolvents be of length three or less. The third pass requires that the resolvents be of length two or less. The fourth pass requires that the resolvents be of length one or less. 2.5.2. Odd cycle inequalities. The odd cycle inequalities combine clauses with two un xed unweighted variables. A clause is considered odd if both un xed unweighted variables are negated, or if both are not negated; otherwise, the clause is considered even. A cycle x i1 ; : : : ; x ik in the un xed unweighted variables is sought. The rst constraint i n volves variables x i1 and x i2 , the next x i2 and x i3 , the next x i3 and x i4 , : : :the last clause involving x ik and x i1 . The cycle is said to be odd if when we add up" these constraints, we obtain an odd total. By insuring that the cycle is odd, we know that the right hand side will be odd, and will be rounded up when we divide the coe cients of the resulting constraint b y t wo. This is best illustrated by an example. Suppose we h a ve the constraints below. Variables x 1 x 4 are un xed unweighted variables, the other variables are un xed and weighted. The rst constraint is a cut generated at a previous branch and cut node since it involves multiple weighted variables. We are again seeking only separating cuts. Odd cycles force this increase in the right hand side thus potentially generating a separating cut. Even cycles do not have this potential. If we nd an odd cycle of accumulated weight de ned below 1 2 , then we obtain a separating cut of depth . W e are seeking a cut of depth 0.3, so we are seeking an odd cycle of weight 0.4 or less. We also require that the cut is of length two or less the length and depth restrictions were determined by experimentation to yield the fastest algorithms.
We use a modi ed version of Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm to nd the separating cuts. Dijkstra's algorithm starts from a given start node of a tree and uses edge weights to nd the shortest path from this start node to any other. Initially, the start node is assigned weight 0. All others are assigned in nite weight. All nodes are initially unmarked. The algorithm then picks the lowest weight unmarked node. This node is now marked. For any unmarked neighbors of this chosen node with chosen weight + weight of edge from chosen to neighbor weight of neighbor we replace the neighbor's weight with this sum. This process continues until all the shortest paths have been found all nodes are marked. The algorithm can be slightly modi ed to record the actual shortest path to a node in addition to its length.
We use the algorithm once per variable. In each iteration this variable is the start variable.
The edges represent clauses with two un xed unweighted literals. The weight of an edge is the surplus of the constraint plus the sum of the weights of the clause's weighted variables as these are likely to appear in the sum exactly once and so will have their coe cient rounded up thus increasing the slack. The weight of a node is the accumulated edge weights on the path from the start node. There are two nodes per variable. One node represents the length of the shortest odd path to the node. The other that of the shortest even path. The start node corresponds to an even length path to the start variable. This null path is considered even. The algorithm terminates when either: 1. The chosen node most recently marked has a weight exceeding 0.4 indicating that any separating cut is no deeper than 0.3, a failure, or has a length greater than 2 a failure, or 2. The chosen node is the odd sense of the start variable. Thus, we h a ve an odd path from the start node to itself a cycle. The odd cycle cuts can only be applied if we start with a large number of two variable clauses or after a signi cant n umber of variables have been xed. Hence, these cuts tend to be applied only deep into the tree. We will investigate the e ects of a more robust approach in a future paper.
2.6. Branching. After generating cuts and applying bounds, we branch i f there are still fractional variables in the LP solution.
The branching scheme we use is a modi cation of the Jeroslow-Wang 21 scheme.
We examine the probability of satisfying all the constraints if we randomly assign values to the remaining un xed variables. For simpli cation, we assume that the probabilities of such an assignment satisfying each constraint are independent, and that each binary variable assignment has a probability of one half. We attempt to pick a v ariable whose assignment will have the greatest change in this probability.
For each fractional variable, we nd a weight for the positive and negative sense as follows. We i n vestigate all the clauses original plus the resolvents containing the given sense of the variable. We consider the e ect of picking the opposite sense of the variable making it harder to satisfy this constraint. By selecting the wrong choice we h a ve turned the k variable constraint i n to a k 1 variable constraint. The probability of satisfying this constraint is:
We wish to minimize the product of such terms hence to minimize the sum of their logs. A similar approach is used for the opposite sense of the variable. We sum these two v alues and branch on the variable with the greatest sum. Such a variable will have a signi cant e ect along either of the two branches and should, therefore, tend to generate a smaller branch and bound tree. For this variable, we rst explore the more heavily weighted branch. This approach di ers from Jeroslow-Wang in that: 1. We give greater weight to the shorter clauses. 2. We consider the e ect on both branches.
Test Results
In this section we compare our branch and cut code B+C to a MAX-SAT extension of the Davis-Putnam-Loveland EDPL algorithm 2 . Both are implemented in C. The branch and cut code uses the MINTO package of Savelsbergh et al. 27 replacing default modules with those discussed in previous sections. All tests are executed on an IBM RS6000 390 with 128 Megabytes of memory. The abbreviation MEM" in the tables indicates that a test terminated due to insu cient memory. We tested both algorithms on a set of unweighted problems generated by the MWFF package of Selman 28 . Both MAX-2-SAT and MAX-3-SAT problems were examined. Various numbers of clauses were tried. This produced some problems that were satis able and others with several unsatis able clauses. For MAX-3-SAT, we also tried di erent n umb e r o f v ariables. The results were sorted on the number of unsatis ed clauses, as this gave a strong indication of the di culty o f the problem. For MAX-2-SAT problems, the branch and cut code appears superior. EDPL only performs better on problems with a small number of clauses. Both algorithms take more CPU time as the number of clauses grow; however, the execution time of EDPL grew explosively. The branch and cut code tends to generate very small Our algorithm does not perform nearly so well for MAX-3-SAT problems. The search tree is generally smaller than that of EDPL. However, the evaluation at each n o d e i s m uch more expensive t h us resulting in much greater execution times. EDPL's advantage diminishes with increasing numbers of unsatis ed clauses for example the series of problems in Tables 5 7; however, even here, EDPL performs better.
We also examine the Steiner D" weighted tree problems 22 see Table 13 .
Our current implementation of the primal heuristic is too primitive to handle these large variable problems well. So, for these problems, we run our code with the primal heuristic disabled. The EDPL code takes in excess of 12 hours on all of these problems. This is true even if the primal heuristic is disabled and the code is provided with the correct incumbent v alue. Our branch and cut code handles many of these problems with ease.
Conclusions and Future Directions
We compared two algorithms for solving MAX-SAT. Neither one was universally superior. The general trend was that branch and cut works best on MAX-2-SAT and the Steiner D" problems where the average clause length is small. Trends suggest that branch and cut may also be better if the system contains a large problem clauses unsat. B+C EDPL name clauses CPU nodes CPU backtracks p2220 Table 2 . Computational results for 100 variable MAX-2-SAT problems with a somewhat small number of clauses number of unsatis ed clauses. EDPL appears to generally work best for MAX-3-SAT. The EDPL code generates larger search trees, but spends much less time per node.
There are a number of possible directions to explore: One possibility is some kind of hybrid algorithm, perhaps using a limited EDPL step for node fathoming and or variable xing. This should help reduce the tree size with a relatively low cost per node.
Another possibility is the addition of deeper cuts such as max-clique 3 inequalities.
A third possibility is a branch step that takes into account the slacks on the LP relaxation. It may also be worthwhile to investigate branching on several variables, perhaps reducing the total numb e r o f L P e v aluations.
A nal possibility is to reduce or eliminate cuts in the rst few levels of the tree. Despite the addition of a large number of cuts here, the tree expanded in a binary fashion for several levels see table 14 . These cuts increase the size of the LP's and, therefore, the time to solve them. 
